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ABSTRACT: Gas hydrates (GHs) are solid, ice-like compounds composed of
water molecules forming a lattice structure that hosts gas molecules, produced
under high pressure and low temperature. The structure of the hydrate structure is
affected by the surrounding environment, and in this context, a structural
characterization of GHs prepared in different environments, ultrapure (UP) water,
seawater, synthetic sand, natural sand, and sodium dodecyl sulfate, has been
proposed. In particular, the Raman spectroscopy has been used to investigate the
structural changes in the water cages, the gas uptake in the hydrate structure, the
CH4 cage occupancies, the hydration number, and the yield of carbon dioxide
replacement at constant pressure. For this comparison, CH4-hydrates, CO2-
hydrates, and CH4/CO2-hydrates (obtained from an implemented replacement
process) were prepared in five different experimental conditions mentioned above
and structurally characterized. From Raman investigation, pure CH4-hydrates
displayed almost full (>95%) occupation in the large cage and a significant change in the small cage occupation related to the
different tested media. The cage occupancy calculation of CO2/CH4-hydrates showed that a higher yield of replacement can be
obtained in UP water and that CH4-hydrates in natural sand and in seawater, which are the most representing of natural
environments, displayed a good replacement of CH4 with CO2. Additionally, the ex situ morphological characterization of the GHs
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) allowed the highlighting of morphological differences among the investigated samples.

1. INTRODUCTION
Gas hydrates are nonstoichiometric compounds formed when
water and gas molecules are contacted under high pressures and
low temperatures. In these conditions, the water molecules
arrange into H-bonded structures, which can host gas molecules
interacting with the cages through dispersive forces.1 Clathrate
hydrates have three main crystallographic structures: structure I
(sI), structure II (sII), and structure H (sH). Structure sI,
composed of a small pentagonal dodecahedral cage (512) and a
large tetrakaidekahedral cage with 12 pentagonal and 2
hexagonal faces (51262), can host only small gas molecules
(0.40−0.55 nm), such as methane, ethane, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen sulfide, etc. Structure sII, also containing the small 512

cages in addition to a large hexacaidekahedral cage with 12
pentagonal and 4 hexagonal faces (51264), can host molecules
ranging from 0.6 to 0.7 nm, such as propane and iso-butane.
Structure sH, composed of the small 512 cages, intermediate
435663 cages (with 3 square, 6 pentagonal, and 3 hexagonal
faces), and large icosahedral cages, 51268 (containing 12
pentagonal and 8 hexagonal faces), hosts both small and large
molecules (size range 0.8−0.9 nm) like methane + neohexene
andmethane + cycloheptane.2 Natural gas hydrates (NGHs) are
considered a potential energy source since it has been estimated
that a huge amount of natural gas is stored in the form of

hydrates.3 The most promising technique that can be used to
exploit this energy source is the exchange process, which consists
of the injection of CO2 in the CH4-reservoirs, exploiting the fact
that CO2 forms relatively more stable hydrates than methane.4

On the other hand, the exchange process is not complete
because the CO2 can preferentially occupy the large cages;
therefore, it is necessary to couple the exchange process with
other techniques, such as depressurization to maximize the
yield.5,6

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to characterize the GH
structures and monitor the replacement process since it is a
nondestructive technique, easily applicable, and in some cases
portable.7 The Raman signal of CH4 in the gas and liquid phases
is located at 2917 and 2911 cm−1, respectively; however, when
the CH4 is hosted in the hydrate cages, the signal undergoes
splitting as predicted by the loose-cage tight-cage theory, which
is related to the type of cages and therefore can be used to
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identify the structure type.8 In the sI hydrate, the CH4 signal
splits into two bands at ∼2905 and ∼2915 cm−1 for large and
small cages, respectively, with a theoretical intensity ratio of 3:1.
For sII hydrate, the intensity of the two signals is reversed with
respect to sI hydrates with an intensity ratio of 1:3. The CH4
signal in the sH structure does not split the signal into two bands
and is characterized by a broader band at 2913 cm−1.9 The CO2
replacement process can be monitored by the resulting
appearance of the characteristic Fermi dyad of CO2 at ∼1275
cm−1 (v1) and ∼1380 cm−1 (v2)10 and by a decrease of the
intensity of the signal related to methane in the large cages since
CO2 can preferentially occupy the large cages in the sI
structure.11

In this work, single CO2 and CH4 hydrates and mixed CO2/
CH4-hydrates were obtained by a constant pressure replacement
process in UP water, seawater, natural sand, synthetic sand, and
SDS solution using a custom-made reactor. Successively, the
hydrates were ex situ structurally and morphologically
characterized by Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), respectively. SEM images were acquired to
investigate the morphological differences between the samples
prepared in different conditions, while Raman spectroscopy was
used for the qualitative characterization of all of the specimens
by identifying the chemical fingerprints of CO2 and CH4
molecules in the gas hydrate cages. Additionally, the application
of the van der Waals and Platteeuw (vdWP) thermodynamic
models12 allowed us to obtain the CH4 cage occupancy of pure
CH4-hydrates and CO2/CH4-hydrates obtained after the
replacement process. Previous studies have addressed the issue
of the CH4/CO2 exchange by focusing on a limited set of
experimental exchange media and investigation techniques, and
they were mainly carried out under pressure dropping
conditions, which is clearly different from the constant pressure
to be expected in a natural gas hydrate field.10,13 The present
study is an advancement in the knowledge of CH4/CO2
exchange in simulated natural media, as it describes the kinetics
of the process and structural features of the obtained hydrates
under constant pressure conditions, which are closer to the real-
case scenario.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. CH4 and CO2 were provided by SOL S.p.A. CH4

was 2.5 grade (99.5% methane), and CO2 was SS-grade (99.8% carbon
dioxide). CH4/CO2 mixtures were prepared by measuring the
respective amounts with a mass flowmeter (F131M series, Bronkhorst,
The Netherlands). SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate, >95.0%, gas
chromatography grade) was provided by Sigma-Aldrich (Italy). It is a
white powdery solid and is a well-known surfactant and hydrate
promoter. Here, it was used in ultrapure water (UPw) solution, as
reported in Table 1. The UPw used for the hydrate preparation was
produced by a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore Merck).
Seawater for this experiment was sampled offshore in the Adriatic Sea,

with the chemical−physical composition reported in Table S2, and
used without further purification. The two different types of sediments
used in this study were characterized to obtain the grain size and
chemical composition (Figure S9 and Table S3); these were, namely,
synthetic sand and natural sand, and they have been used in
combination with ultrapure water as reported in Table 1.
2.2. Apparatus. A detailed illustration of the reactor used to

produceGHs is reported in Figure 1. The reactor has been designed and
assembled by RDPower s.r.l. (Terni, Italy), and it allows the preparation
of gas mixtures of any desired composition. The reactor is composed of
AISI 316L stainless steel with an internal volume of 350 mL and an
operating pressure that can reach up to 20 MPa. Operating
temperatures were controlled by a cooling/heating Peltier unit, which
allows temperature control in the range of 253−353 K. The gas flow
inside the reactor was regulated by a CC Series micro metering valve
provided by Tescomwhile beingmeasured by an F131M series thermal
mass flow meter provided by Bronkhorst (Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V.,
Netherlands) with a measuring range of 50−2000 N mL/min and an
operating pressure of 40MPa. The reactor is equipped with a 4−20 mA
pressure transducer purchased by Gems Sensors & Controls (United
Kingdom) with a measuring range of 0−40 MPa and three resistive
temperature detectors (RTD) PT100 class 1/3 DIN purchased by
OMEGA Engineering, Inc. Two further pressure transducers are
assembled along the gas loading line before and after the metering valve
to measure the pressure during the mixture preparation process. An
Arduino microcontroller was used to process the temperatures of the
reactor and drive the Peltier power. The temperature set point is kept
constant by using a PID algorithm embedded into the Arduino
controller. The gas mixture composition was monitored by IR detectors
(Premier series of IR gas sensors by Dynament (UK) for CO2 and
CH4). The apparatus for gas quantification was previously standardized
by using gaseous mixtures with known ratios of CO2 and CH4. A more
detailed explanation of the reactor can be found elsewhere.14−16

2.3. Synthesis of Gas Hydrates. Hydrate samples were
synthesized in a customized copper sample holder (Figure 2), which
can be directly transferred into a Linkam THMS600 cell that allows
Raman characterization at low temperatures. CO2-hydrates were
prepared by filling the cylindrical copper wells with the additives
necessary for the formation of hydrates in different media, as described
in Table 1, and placed inside the reactor. The temperature was then
decreased by using a temperature ramp (1 °C/min) at a constant
pressure of 3.5 MPa until reaching a set point temperature of 1 °C. The
pressure of 3.5 MPa was selected due to the liquefaction of CO2 at
higher pressures; the reactor was kept under these conditions for 24 h.
Successively, the formed hydrates were stabilized by the application of a
subcooling (−25 °C), and the pressure was gradually released to allow
the opening of the reactor and removal of the formed hydrate.

The CH4-hydrates were prepared by following the same operating
process as the CO2 hydrates and the same media described in Table 1,
except for the operating pressure, which was set at 7 MPa. The CO2
exchange experiments were performed on newly produced CH4-
hydrates by using the same conditions previously described and the
same media summarized in Table 1. Specifically, after the formation of
CH4-hydrates and their stabilization for 5 days, the pressure was
decreased from 7 to about 3.5 MPa, and the cooled CO2 was allowed to
flux into the reactor at constant pressure (Figures S7 and S8). During
the gas-phase swapping, the hydrate was stabilized by decreasing the
temperature to avoid the dissociation of CH4-hydrates. The IR detector
was connected at the outlet line to monitor the percentage of CO2 and
the residual level of CH4 in the reactor. When the detector displayed
100% of CO2 inside the vessel, the system was isolated and the CH4-
hydrate under a CO2 atmosphere was kept at 1 °C for a further 5 days.
2.4. Raman Measurements. Raman spectra were obtained with a

micro-Raman setup (Figure 2) that consists of a Czerny−Turner
spectrometer (iHR320 Horiba Scientific) equipped with three different
gratings 600, 1800, and 2400 g/mm that allow reaching a maximum
resolution of 0.007 nm and an open space microscope to accommodate
a LinkamTHMS600 cell for low/high-temperature conditions (ranging
from −195 to 600 °C). The samples, prepared in a customized copper
sample holder, were transferred from the liquid nitrogen to the Linkam

Table 1.Media Used for the Synthesis of CO2, CH4, andCO2/
CH4-Hydrates and Their Respective Concentrations and
Volumes

CH4-hydrate CO2-hydrate CO2/CH4-hydrate

UP water 1 mL 1 mL 1 mL
seawater 1 mL 1 mL 1 mL
SDS 0.2 mg/mL 0.2 mg/mL
natural sediment 1.396 g/mL 1.336 g/mL 1.363 g/mL
synthetic sediment 1.335 g/mL 1.321 g/mL 1.364 g/mL
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sample holder. Once the operating temperature had been reached, the
chamber was flushed with nitrogen to eliminate the condensed water
that formed due to the low operating temperature.

Raman spectra of CO2 hydrates were obtained with grating 600, a 10
s acquisition time, and 30 accumulations, green laser (532 nm),
temperature 213.15 K, in the range from 900 to 4200 cm−1. Signals were
fitted by the Voigt function. Raman spectra of methane hydrate samples
were acquired with a 10 s acquisition time, 30 accumulations, grating
2400, and green laser (532 nm) at 173.15 K in the range from 2600 to
2700 cm−1. CH4 signals were deconvoluted by the Voigt function for
CH4-hydrates and CH4/CO2-hydrates, respectively (Figures S10 and
S11). Raman spectra of CH4/CO2-hydrate, following replacement
processes, were obtained with a 10 s acquisition time, 30 accumulations,
grating 2400, and green laser (532 nm) at 173.15 K in the ranges 1000−
1600 and 2800−3800 cm−1.
2.5. SEM Measurements. The morphological characterization of

hydrates was performed by field-emission SEM, Sigma 300, Zeiss,
coupled with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX, Quantax,
EDS, Bruker) and with temperature-controlled equipment (Coolstage
by Seben). The samples were stored in liquid nitrogen and transferred
to the cooling stage in the SEM instrument at a temperature of −25 °C.
In this case, a representative portion of the hydrate samples was
transferred to the homemade SEM sample holder and transferred to the
cool stage (the selection and cutting operation of the representative
portion of the sample were carried out in liquid nitrogen).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pressure and temperature profiles for the formation of
methane, carbon dioxide, and CH4/CO2 mixed hydrates are
reported in the Supporting Information (Figures S5 and S6). As
described in the Experimental Section, in all cases, the
experimental conditions are characterized by a high driving
force giving rise to very stable hydrates, which do not change
their state in time. Specifically, the P/T conditions were chosen
in order to have an overpressure of 4.1 MPa for CH4 and 2.1

MPa for CO2, which values are strongly conducive to massive
and stable hydrates.

The CH4-, CO2-, and exchanged CH4-hydrates, prepared
under different media, as previously described, were charac-
terized by Raman spectroscopy, with the aim to highlight
differences in the hydrate cages. The Raman spectrum of water is
characterized by an intense signal in the region of 3000−4000
cm−1 related to the OH stretching bands (OHs).17 This signal is
related to the structure of water, and its shape changes according
to the physical state of water as well as any interaction between
water molecules and other substances by perturbing the
stretching modes.18 The Raman spectra of water can be divided
into two regions associated with the symmetric and asymmetric
OH bands of water.19 Therefore, it is possible to follow the
changes in the water structure by the relative evolution of these
two partitions of the OH stretching region, as the evolution of
the order and disorder of the water structure can be reflected
from the values of their intensities. Thus, a spectral marker
(SD)

20 can be defined as the ratio of the asymmetric and the
symmetric parts of the OH band and can be used to detect the
strength of interaction among water molecules in the cages. The
SD index calculated for each specimen, based on the OH spectral
deconvolution, highlights the symmetric against the antisym-
metric contribution of the OH signals. Specifically, the center of
the O−H stretching bond is located around 3325 cm−1,
corresponding to the isosbestic point, which divided the O−H
stretching into two regions corresponding to symmetric and
asymmetric stretching vibrations. It can be considered that the
lower-frequency part of the spectrum (between 2900 and 3325
cm−1) corresponds to the ordered solid phase, as this
contribution is related to fully H-bonded atoms, whereas partly
H-bonded and free O−Hs are expressed in the upper-frequency
part, characteristic of the liquid phase.19 The areas of the two

Figure 1. Scheme of the multiple-reactor apparatus (left); picture of the reactor (right panel). Adapted with permission.15 Copyright 2017. American
Chemical Society.

Figure 2. Raman setup: green arrow: incident laser beam path; blue arrow: backscattered laser beam path; (A) microscope laser beam input to the
sample; (B) microscope laser beam output to the spectrometer; (C) low-temperature device; and (D) customized copper sample holder.
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regions were therefore measured in the range of 2800−3800
cm−1 for each Raman spectrum, and the ratios of the
corresponding integrated intensities of the two regions (B/A),
which represent the SD concentration index,21,22 were calculated
and compared with each other (Figure 3). For the calculation of
the SD values, the Raman spectra of CH4-hydrate (Figure S1),
CO2-hydrate (Figure S2), and CH4/CO2-hydrate (Figure S3)
were deconvoluted by using a Voigt function, while the signal of
methane was excluded from the calculation (Table S1). Before
commenting on the results, it should be noted that generally
hydrates have a certain amount of residual water, which depends
on the driving force and the presence of promoters. In our case,
the very high driving force adopted for hydrate formation
(overpressure of 4.1 MPa for CH4 and 2.1 MPa for CO2; see the
Experimental Section) reasonably led to a limited amount of
residual water in all of the samples. In fact, Raman spectra show
no clear evidence of the presence of free water.

The comparison of the SD index shows no substantial
difference in the symmetric/asymmetric stretching of OHs
between CO2-, CH4-, and CO2/CH4-hydrates when they are
prepared in UP water and in the presence of SDS (Figure 3).
Incidentally, those two systems are the least and the most
promoted, respectively, meaning that the former should have a
higher amount of nonconverted water than the latter. However,
as is apparent from Figure 3, their SD ratios are almost the same,
suggesting that the amount of free water is negligible in both
systems. When hydrates are prepared in both seawater and
synthetic sand, the SD index reveals that CH4-hydrate exhibits
the highest rigidity (indicated by the lowest SD), while CH4/
CO2-hydrate shows the least rigidity (indicated by the highest
SD). This is because when water molecules are arranged in an
orderly fashion, they can form a greater number of hydrogen
bonds, resulting in a structure that is considered more rigid.

The hydrates prepared in natural sand show a trend similar to
that observed for samples prepared in seawater and synthetic
sand except for the SD index calculated for CO2-hydrate. Raman
spectroscopy was also used to investigate the gas uptake in the
hydrate cages in all of the prepared samples. The Raman
characterization of CH4-hydrates prepared in different media,
namely, CH4-hydrate in UP water, seawater, natural sand,

synthetic sand, and SDS, showed the presence of the
characteristic signal of methane in the small and large cages
(Figure 4).

The Raman spectra of CH4-hydrates are characterized by two
signals around 2905 and 2915 cm−1 assigned tomethane in large
and small cages, respectively. The peak intensities of methane
could be used to determine the cage occupancy and hydration
number by using the vdWP theory (see the SI for details).12 The
results of this calculation, applied to our specimens, identified
the highest and lowest occupancy ratios in the CH4-hydrates
prepared in UP water and seawater, respectively. In all of the
specimens, the degree of occupation in large cages is close to
one, while the degree of methane occupation in small cages
undergoes significant changes (Figure S4).

Figure 3. Comparison of the calculated SD index between CH4-hydrate, CO2-hydrate, and CH4/CO2-hydrate.

Figure 4. Raw Raman spectrum of CH4-hydrates in natural sand
(purple line), seawater (yellow line), UP water (cyan line), SDS (blue
line), and artificial sand (green line) acquired with green (532 nm
laser), 10 s, and 30 accumulations. The dotted red line shows the results
of the fit.
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Raman spectra of CO2-hydrates of all of the investigated
specimens are reported in Figure 5 where it is possible to observe
the characteristic peaks of CO2, confirming the successful
formation of CO2-hydrate formation.

Unlike CH4-hydrates, in this case, the two bands are not
related to CO2 in small and large cages; indeed, they appear
because of a resonance effect, proposed by Fermi in 1931 that is
related to the doublet structure in the region of the CO2
symmetric stretching vibration, while the small peak at 1370
cm−1 is related to 13CO2.

23 The Fermi resonance can be
explained as a mixing of the upper state of a fundamental and the
upper state of an overtone or combination band; after mixing,
both states become partly fundamental and partly overtone or a
combination of the two.

As a result of the mixing, the intensity of the fundamental is
shared between the two bands involved, and the energies of the
upper states move further apart, and so do the frequencies of the
bands. Specifically, the two signals of CO2 are related to the v1
mode in Fermi resonance with the 2v1 mode (which is an
overtone of the bending mode at 667 cm−1 that is not Raman
active). Consequently, it is difficult to distinguish whether CO2
occupies small or large cages only with the use of Raman
spectroscopy, and there are contradictory opinions in the
literature. In fact, some authors report the frequencies of
stretching and bending vibrations of CO2 in both SCs and LCs
by deconvoluting the CO2 signals.24,25 However, this was
criticized by other authors because they did not observe the
splitting, predicted by the LCTC model, of the CO2 bands in
Raman spectra of sI CO2 hydrate.

9,26,27 However, the aim of this
work is to compare the uptake of CO2 in the hydrate and not to
carry out a quantitative analysis of CO2; therefore, by
considering that CO2 can preferentially occupy large cages,
and all of the samples were analyzed under the same conditions,
the CO2 signals were deconvoluted by a Voigt function and the
fitted areas of the two signals were summed, related to the
surface of OH signals and compared between the samples. It is
important to emphasize that the spectra have been normalized

by applying the same factor used for the normalization of the
OH signal at the isosbestic point.

Another interesting consideration about the CO2 signals can
be made by considering that the Fermi dyad split (Δ) increases
with increasing density (ρ) due to the fact that the frequency
shift of the lower band has greater density dependence than does
the upper band. Therefore, it is possible to consider that all of
the investigated samples possessed the same CO2 density since
no significative Raman shifts were observed on bothCO2-related
signals, as expected (Table 2).

The raw Raman spectra of CO2/CH4-hydrates, obtained by
replacement processes, prepared under the same conditions as
the CH4-hydrates previously discussed, highlighted the presence
of both CO2 and CH4 in the hydrate structure, confirming the
successful swapping between CH4 and CO2 (Figure 6). In this

case, the swapping method to produce the mixed hydrates
allowed us to reduce chemical and physical disturbances within
the system during the exchange process. This isobaric method
preserves the starting methane hydrate structure, thus
minimizing any negative effects on its stability. In particular,
the constant pressure avoided the initial subcooling phase after
the CH4-hydrate formation and the sudden decrease in pressure
inside the vessel, which could occur in the emptying and refilling
method with CO2. Moreover, maintaining a constant pressure
can also help stabilize the temperature inside the reactor. This is
another important aspect of the process since temperature

Figure 5. Raw Raman spectra of CO2-hydrate in UP water (light purple
line), seawater (cyan line), natural sand (green line), and artificial sand
(yellow line), fitted curve (red line).

Table 2. Raman Shifts of ν1 and 2ν2 of the CO2 Fermi Dyad
and the CO2/H2O Area of the Investigated CO2-Hydrates

specimens raman shift CO2 ν1 raman shift CO2 2ν2
CO2/H2O

area

UP water 1275.5 1379.6 0.01
seawater 1275.3 1379.5 0.06
synthetic sand 1275.5 1379.7 0.02
natural sand 1275.2 1379.4 0.07

Figure 6. Raman spectra of CO2/CH4-hydrate obtained by a
replacement process in artificial sand (yellow line), SDS (blue line),
seawater (cyan line), natural sand (green line), and UP water (purple
line).
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variations can affect the stability of CH4-hydrates, and a constant
pressure replacement process permits the reduction of these
variations, preserving the hydrate structure during the gas
exchange process. All Raman spectra, reported in Figure 6, were
normalized to the isosbestic point of the OH band, as previously
discussed. The cage occupancy, calculated by the vdWP
thermodynamic model, showed a different trend with respect
to that observed in the pure CH4-hydrates.

Considering that CO2 can preferentially occupy the large

cavity,11 and CH4 can occupy both large and small cages, the

thermodynamic expression from van der Waals and Platteeuw

can be rearranged to calculate the occupancy of CO2 in the large

cavity and CH4 in both cavities (eq 1)9

Figure 7. Plot showing the CH4 and CO2 occupancies in the small and large cages and the relative ratio.

Figure 8. SEM images of CH4-hydrates in (a) seawater, (b) SDS, (c) natural sand, (d) synthetic sand, and (e) UP water.
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where Δμw
H(T,P) is the chemical potential difference between

the empty gas hydrate lattice and the stable ice lattice, and νl and

νs represent the ratio of the large cage and small cage to the
number of water molecules in the hydrate lattice, respectively.
Since CH4 + CO2 also forms sI hydrates, the same value of
Δμw(h°) = 1297 J/mol, as for CH4-hydrate, can be used as well
as νs = 1/23, νl = 3/23. As a result, the hydration number of
CH4/CO2-hydrates can be calculated by eq 2

Figure 9. SEM images of CO2-hydrates in (a) seawater, (b) SDS, (c) natural sand, and (d) synthetic sand.

Figure 10. SEM images of CO2/CH4-hydrates in (a) SDS, (b) natural sand, (c) synthetic sand, (d) UP water, and (e) seawater.
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The results of the cage occupancy calculation showed that the
hydrate prepared in SDS showed the smallest degree of CH4
replacement with CO2; contrarily, the hydrate in UP water
displayed the highest degree of replacement as predicted by the
Gibbs free-energy calculation.28 Interestingly, the hydrates in
natural sand and, to a lesser extent, the hydrates in seawater
(which are the most representative of the natural environment)
showed a quite good degree of replacement (Figure 7). The
striking differences in the θl values for the CO2 and CH4 in UP
water vs SDS solution can be ascribed to the knownCH4 hydrate
promotion effect of SDS over the CO2 hydrates.15 As a
confirmation of this, θl for CO2 in UP water is much larger than
θl for methane, as would be clearly predictable from the much
higher solubility of CO2 in nonpromoted water.15

The observed differences between synthetic and natural sands
are smaller and can be ascribed to the presence of metal oxides in
the natural sand, in particular, ZnO, which is a known CO2
promoter.29

The morphological characterization by SEM images shows
clear evidence of hydrate structures in the CH4-hydrates
prepared in natural sand, synthetic sand, and UP water (Figure
8c,d,e) due to the presence of a dense and smooth surface, which
is characteristic of a hydrate texture.30 On the contrary, the SEM
pictures of CH4-hydrates, obtained in the presence of seawater
and SDS, show a jagged surface; nevertheless, it was possible to
ascertain the presence of a hydrated phase thanks to the
presence of holes created by the release of gas upon beam
irradiation (Figure 8a,b) as reported elsewhere.31

Figure 9 shows the SEM pictures of CO2-hydrates prepared
with seawater, where a jagged surface was observed, while the
samples prepared in SDS, synthetic sand, and natural sand again
show a smooth surface, which is characteristic of hydrate
morphology.30

Finally, the morphological characterization of CO2/CH4-
hydrate upon the exchange experiment (Figure 10) shows the
typical morphology of hydrate in all of the investigated samples
in addition to the presence of holes generated by the gas leaks
under the effect of beam irradiation, indicating the presence of
hydrates in all investigated samples.30,31

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, CO2-, CH4-, and CO2/CH4-hydrates were
produced in different media, namely, SDS, natural sand,
synthetic sand, UP water, and seawater and were successfully
ex situ-characterized through Raman spectroscopy and scanning
electron microscopy. The isobaric gas swapping proved to be an
effective method for the preparation of the mixed hydrates,
allowing it to decrease the chemical and physical disturbances to
the system during the exchange process; notably, the constant
pressure can also help to stabilize the temperature inside the
reactor, preserving the hydrate structure during the gas exchange
process. The morphological analysis of GHs by SEM analysis
allowed us to highlight the peculiarity of the investigated
hydrates, showing differences that are related to the media in
which GHs were prepared. The GH characterization by ex situ
Raman spectroscopy allowed us to calculate the cage occupancy
and the hydration number of hydrates in several environmental
conditions from the ratio of the areas corresponding to the small
and large cavities. The Raman characterization of CH4-hydrates
indicated a high occupation of large cages in all samples (>96%)

and a high variability in the occupation of small cages; values of
hydration numbers comparable to those reported in the
literature were also found. The media effects in the exchange
process were investigated by the calculation of the cage
occupancies of the CO2/CH4-hydrates obtained after the
replacement process, and from the results, pure water was
identified as the best medium to conduct the exchange process.
Interestingly, when natural sand and seawater were used to
prepare the hydrates, a noticeable amount of CH4 was displaced
by CO2. Lastly, the calculation and comparison of SD indices
allowed the estimation of the structural rigidity among the
investigated samples. The data obtained in this study add more
pieces to the literature information to develop an efficient CH4/
CO2 replacement process.
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